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Abstract: The high-luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) will collide hadrons at unprecedented instanta-18

neous luminosities to search for new physics and make precision measurements to challenge the19

accuracy of Standard Model predictions. The harsh LH-LHC conditions poses high demands on20

the future CMS detector, which are mitigated by increasing the granularity of the CMS detector.21

The tracking detectors are the innermost detectors and hence require particular attention for more22

radiation hard and advanced materials for light-weight support structures. Heat generated in silicon23

sensors has to be efficiently removed through a support structure to keep the sensors at the optimum24

operating temperature. Carbon fiber composite structures are the ideal choice to build mechanical25

support structures for the silicon tracking detectors because of their high thermal conductivity,26

strength-to-mass ratio and tolerance to irradiation. In this paper, we describe experimental studies27

supported by finite element analysis to precisely measure the thermal conductivities of anisotropic28

carbon fiber composites using a custom-designed specialized apparatus following American Society29

for Testing and Materials standards as closely as possible.30
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1 Introduction52

Silicon tracking devices are employed in many particle detectors today to measure precisely the53

trajectories of charged particles in high energy and nuclear physics. These devices are the backbone54

for a huge variety of precision measurements, which all rely on near 100% efficient and very stable55

detector operating conditions. Silicon sensors have to be held stably at their positions and the56

temperature of the silicon sensors needs to be maintained at a certain optimal temperature. In par-57

ticular, for the high-luminosity phase of the Large Hadron Collider (HL-LHC) currently foreseen to58

start operations in a few years from now, the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) detector needs to be59

subtantially upgraded to cope with the expected conditions. Namely, the sensors and read-out chips60

need to be kept below a certain operational temperature [1] to guarantee the 10 year long HL-LHC61

phase. The large amount of heat generated in these low heat capacity sensors can damage them62

if the heat is not removed efficiently. This task becomes more demanding for irradiated sensors,63

where the leakage current in the sensor also contributes to the heat generation, especially given the64

expected total integrated luminosities of 3 ab−1.65

Among the various cooling mechanisms, natural convection and radiative cooling are insufficient66
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for detector cooling because of their limited heat removal capacity. The heat generated in the67

sensors is removed to a local heat sink or a cooling pipe by means of thermal conduction through68

an optimized support structure [2]. The temperature of the cooling pipe is kept stable independent69

of the heat generated by the sensors by circulating coolants like CO2, which are maintained in a70

two-phase state with liquid and gas in equilibrium [? ].71

72

Silicon Module (Chip + pixel sensor)

Thermal Interface Material, 100μm thick, kNom=1.25 W/mK

Carbon Fiber Layer, 200μm thick, kNom=0.53 W/mK

Epoxy Interface, 100μm thick, kNom=1.1 W/mK

Carbon Foam Layer, 2.5mm thick, kNom=35 W/mK

Epoxy Interface, 100μm 
thick, kNom=1.1 W/mK

Cooling pipe

Heat generated by 
different components

Figure 1. Schematic view of the cross-section of a representative
multi-layer support structure inspired by the CMS Inner Tracker dee
structure. The thicknesses and the nominal thermal conductivities of
all the materials are provided as well, and more details are provided
in the text.

The materials used for man-73

ufacturing mechanical support74

structures of the silicon tracking75

detector need to have high stiffness76

and excellent thermal conductivity77

(TC), especially in high radiation78

environments. Carbon fiber com-79

posites meet most of these require-80

ments but have low thermal con-81

ductivites along the through-plane82

direction. To understand the bot-83

tlenecks in material choices, we84

have studied the thermal perfor-85

mance of a hypothetical support86

structure inspired by the CMS In-87

ner Tracker dee support structures.88

A schematic multi-layer “stack" of89

materials is sketched in figure 1,90

with the cooling pipe at the bot-91

tom and the silicon device at the92

top. The entire structure is sym-93

metric around the cooling pipe, but94

to ease calculations we only focus95

on the top half structure. The structure consists of a variety of materials, namely a representative96

silicon module as heat source, carbon fiber laminate, carbon foam, cooling pipe and the various97

thermal interface materials (TIM) between these layers. This structure is modeled in a finite el-98

ement analysis (FEA) to study and identify the impact of individual layers on the overall thermal99

performance of the structure. The conditions and input parameters of the FEA are as follows: the100

ambient temperature is set to T= 220C, a convective coefficient of ℎ = 5W/m2K corresponding101

to steady air is employed to model heat exchange via convection, the cooling pipe is kept at T=102

-360C with a convective coefficient of ℎ = 5000W/m2K. Many independent FEA runs are used103

to determine the functional form of the thermal performance of this structure. Figure 2 shows the104

temperature difference, Δ) , of the silicon chip with respect to coolant temperature as a function of105

the thermal conductivity of the various material layers. In order to study the impact of the thermal106

conductivity of a specific layer on the chip temperature, the thermal conductivity of that layer is107

varied whilst keeping the TCs of all other layers at their nominal values. Many FEA simulation108

results are combined in order to determine the functional forms of the impacts of TCs of a layer as109
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shown in Figure 2. The shaded bands for the TIM layer and epoxy layer around the cooling pipe110

are determined by varying the nominal ±100`< thickness of these layers by ±50`<.111
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Figure 2. The temperature difference between the hottest point on the chip and the coolant as a function of
the thermal conductivities of different layers of the hypothetical support structure shown in figure 1. FEA
simulation results are used to determine the functional form of the temperature dependence of the various
materials. The shaded bands represent the impact of a ±50`< thickness variation for the various epoxy
interfaces. More details in the text.

We note a steep rise in this temperature difference around the theoretically expected value of112

carbon fiber through-plane TC that was calculated using Mechanics of Structural Genome (MSG)113

techniques [3]. Given how close this nominal TC is to the rising edge of the functional form, small114

deviations in the through-plane TC result in a significant increase of the observed Δ) . Of course115

the impact of other materials on the thermal performance also starts to be significant once a certain116

low TC of a specific material is chosen, but the currently available material solutions for these117

layers have nominal TCs that are more far away from the start of the temperature rise. This study118

demonstrates, generally, that the through-plane TC of carbon fiber will be critical for heat extraction119

from the module. Thus, a precise experimental characterization of the thermal transport properties120

of relevant carbon fiber composites is essential for designing and building inner tracker silicon121

detectors for the HL-LHC or other future colliders. Any improvements in the through-plane TC of122

carbon fiber composites can prevent thermal run-away by providing a more larger safety margin to123

the rising edge (see figure 2) or at the same time the potential to optimize the material budget.124

125

There are both static or dynamic techniques to measure the thermal conductivity of materi-126

als [5]. Dynamic techniques typically estimate thermal conductivity from the thermal diffusivity127

measurements. Static or steady-state measurement techniques involve a direct measurement of the128

TC by measuring the temperature and heat flux across a material sample. The main disadvantage129
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of the steady-state method is parasitic heat exchanges between the sample and the ambient environ-130

ment. This article describes our efforts at limiting these impacts by a custom-designed apparatus131

to measure TCs of an-isotropic materials in the in-plane and through-plane direction. In addition,132

we have developed an analysis method informed by FEA simulations that is robust against heat133

exchanges. The main advantages of the steady-state technique reported in this paper are the low134

cost of fabricating the apparatus and no damage to the sample when measured. This design allows135

measurements of TC before and after irradiation or also thermal cycling to study their respective136

effects on the thermal conductivity of the material in detail.137

Section 2 describes the basic principles of a TCmeasurement and introduces the manufacturing138

of carbon fiber composite material samples. Section ?? describes the custom-designed apparatuses139

we developed and employ for TCmeasurements with systematic uncertainties associated to themea-140

surements being described in section ??. In section 5 we discuss the results of the TCmeasurements141

of carbon fiber composites and finally, section 6 summarizes our conclusions.142

2 Basic principles143

2.1 Carbon fiber composite materials144

Wedescribemeasurements of TCswith a focus on two types of highly thermally conductive compos-145

ite materials made from two different types of pitch-based carbon fibers combined into a “pre-preg"146

using a specialized resin system. The first type is K13C2U+EX1515 carbon fiber compositematerial147

which is made from pitch based carbon fiber K13C2U [7] that has been pre-impregnated with resin148

EX1515 [8], whereas the second type K13D2U+EX1515 carbon fiber composite contains pitch149

based carbon fiber K13D2U [7] instead of K13C2U. The fibers are manufactured by Mitsubishi150

Chemical Corporation and the cyanate ester resin EX1515 is made by Toray Advanced Composites,151

which is also the pre-preg manufacturer. The thermal conductivities of the bare K13C2U and152

K13D2U carbon fibers are 620 W/mK and 800 W/mK [? ], respectively. The EX1515 resin has153

a thermal conductivity of 0.169 W/mK, which gives rise to highly an-isotropic TCs when joined154

with the pitch based carbon fibers.155

156

The carbon fiber composite laminates are autoclave-cured as per the manufacturer recom-157

mended cure cycle with a stand-alone additional post-cure cycle at an elevated temperature for one158

hour. The pre-preg is cut into lamina on a Gerber cutter and manually laid up on an aluminum159

caul sheet. The samples are cured at 4 bar pressure. The post cured samples are machined into160

the required sample dimensions using a waterjet cutter and a CNC milling machine. To remove161

the moisture absorbed by the lamina during the cutting step, the samples were cleaned and dried162

after the cutting step. Two differently shaped carbon fiber composite samples as shown in figures163

3(a) and (b) are needed to measure in-plane and through plane thermal conductivities, respectively.164

In order to study the impact of resin bleed-out on TC, high pressure samples are prepared. These165

samples were manually laid-up and cured in an environmental chamber inside a load frame that166

applied 20 bar pressure on the sample. The pre-preg was placed inside a two part aluminum tool167

that ensured that the tooling planes remained parallel with respect to each other during the curing168

process.169
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There are little to no publicly available thermal measurements or predictions on the thermal con-170

ductivity of these composites. Using the homogenization techniques of MSG [3], the lamina171

level thermal conductivities are predicted employing the thermal conductivities of the neat resin,172

carbon fiber type, and volume fraction of the pre-preg. The fiber volume fractions for the pre-preg173

were both determined using a method called “Areal Image Analysis" with thresholding techniques174

using "ImageJ" [4] from micrographs of unidirectional samples as shown in Figure 3(c) and (d).175

Converting the weight fractions of the pre-preg material into a volume fraction yields a negligible176

difference and hence, we employ the measured volume fraction for both the 4 bar and 20 bar cured177

samples. The analytical predictions of the sample TCs employing the measured volume fractions178

are listed in table 1 for the G direction (:GG), H direction (:HH), and in the I direction (:II).179

(a)

(b)

200 microns(c)

30 microns

(d) 100 microns

Figure 3. (a) The carbon fiber samples of different lengths used for in-plane thermal conductivity measure-
ments. The thicknesses and widths of all samples are equal within high tolerance. (b) Carbon fiber samples
of different thicknesses used for through-plane thermal conductivity measurement. Cross-sectional areas of
all the samples are the same. (c) Microscopic image of a cross-section of K13D2U+EX1515 carbon fiber
composite. The inserted image has a zoomed region showing individual carbon fibers. The individual carbon
fibers touch each other as seen in this microscopic image. (d) shows on the left a laminate cured at 4 bar and
on the right a laminate cured at 20 bar.

Table 1. The analytical predictions of thermal conductivities of highly thermally conductive carbon fiber
composites that are measured in this study.

Composite Sample Direction & cure pressure Volume Expected value
fraction [%] of TC [W/mK]

K13C2U+EX1515 < :GG , :HH , :II > (cured at 4 bar) 51.6 < 318, 0.53, 0.53 > [3]
:II (cured at 20 bar) 74.5 1.2 [3]

K13D2U+EX1515 < :GG , :HH , :II > (cured at 4 bar) 51.6 < 410, 0.53, 0.53 > [3]
:II (cured at 20 bar) 74.5 1.2 [3]

2.2 Thermal conductivity of anisotropic materials180

The thermal conductivity of a material is a measure of its ability to conduct heat down a temperature181

gradient. It is defined as : in Fourier’s Law of Heat Conduction,182

#»
9 = −:∇), (2.1)
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Table 2. Nomenclature used in this paper.

Symbol Quantity Unit Subscripts used
' Thermal resistance Km2/W S Sample
: Thermal Conductivity W/mK F Flux-meter
Δ) Total temperature drop K HF Hot flux-meter
9 Heat flux W/m2 CF Cold flux-meter
& Rate of heat flow W int Interface
; Length m bulk Bulk
� Cross-sectional area m2 Cu Copper

where #»
9 is the steady-state heat flux and ∇) is the temperature gradient across the material. For183

isotropic materials, thermal conductivity can be expressed as a scalar. However, for anisotropic184

materials such as carbon fiber composites, the thermal conductivity is a second rank tensor [6] and185

eq. (2.1) takes the form186 
9G

9H

9I

 = −

:GG :GH :GI

:HG :HH :HI

:IG :IH :II

 ·

m)/mG
m)/mH
m)/mI

 , (2.2)

where the G-axis is parallel to the fiber direction, the H-axis is perpendicular to the fiber direction187

and the I-axis is normal to the plane of the carbon fiber ply. As introduced in section 2 for any188

carbon fiber composite material the thermal conductivity of carbon fiber is (much) higher than189

that of the resin, which results in highly anisotropic thermal characteristics, i.e. the TC along the190

fiber direction is typically much higher than along the other directions. In this study, we measure191

the thermal conductivity of the uni-directional carbon fiber composites in G, H and I directions,192

which are the diagonal entries of the thermal conductivity tensor in eq. (2.2). Table 2 defines the193

nomenclature used in this paper.194

3 Apparatus and measurement procedure195

3.1 Apparatuses used to measure in-plane and through-plane thermal conductivities196

For in-plane thermal measurements, a cuboid sample is mounted between two copper bars as shown197

in figure 4 (b). A resistive heater sits on one of the copper bars and generates a heat flux to the sample198

through the bar. The other copper bar sits on the cold side of a Peltier element [9]. The hot side199

of this Peltier element is interfaced with a water-cooled copper block [10] so that heat generated at200

the hot side of the Peltier element is removed efficiently. The Peltier element and the water cooling201

system together serve as the heat sink of the apparatus. The samples are fabricated such that carbon202

fiber layers are oriented in the same direction of the heat flow for samples used to measure :GG and203

perpendicular to heat flow for samples used to measure :HH . To measure the heat flux entering and204

leaving the sample, six thermistors are inserted in each of the bars by drilling equidistant holes of205

equal depths along the length of the samples. Thermistors of type TH-44033-40-T [11] by Omega206

are employed and these have a precision of±0.10Cbetween−800C and 750C.A commercial thermal207
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Two spring-system to ensure
consistent pressure

Heating flux-meter made of 
copper with 6 thermistors 

Resistive heater

Heat sink

Sample

Cooling flux-
meter made of 
copper, has 6 
equidistant 
thermistors Copper flux-meters are 

thermally isolated from the 
case using Airex

(a)

HeatersHeat sink

ThHF1ThHF6ThCF1ThCF6
∆T = T!" − T#"

(b)

Figure 4. (a) Image of the apparatus used to measure the in-plane thermal conductivity of carbon fiber
composites. A copper validation sample is mounted for measurement in the apparatus. (b) A schematic view
for the in-plane apparatus depicting all the major components. The 12 thermistors and the definition of Δ) ,
the temperature drop across the sample, are also shown.

interface material with thermal conductivity of 8.5 W/mK, Arctic MX-4 [12], is applied on each208

thermistor to ensure a good thermal contact. Silicone glue is used to seal the holes on the bars209

to ensure mechanical stability of the thermistors in the holes. We calculate the total temperature210

difference across the sample (Δ)) and the heat flux through the sample ( 9S) using the temperature211

gradients on these copper bars (described in section ??). The total temperature drop across the212

sample is given by Δ) = )HF − )CF, where )HF and )CF are the temperatures at the ends of the hot213

and cold flux-meters touching the sample as shown in figure 4 (b). The copper bars are referred214

to as flux-meters (F) because they measure heat fluxes entering and leaving the sample. Interfaces215

between sample and flux-meters have Arctic MX-4 to ensure good thermal contact. A two-spring216

system ensures stable and reproducible mechanical pressure at the interface between the samples217

and flux-meters across all the measurements. The heat exchange between the sample and air has218

been estimated using FEA and included in the calculation of uncertainty in the measured thermal219

conductivity as shown in section 4. An example of results from one of the thermal FEA is shown in220

figure 6. The in-plane apparatus shown in figure 4 (a) is used to measure :GG and :HH of the carbon221

fiber composite. It is a custom-designed version of a system described in the "American Society for222

Testing andMaterials (ASTM) E-1225 Standard Test Method for Thermal Conductivity of Solids by223

Means of the Guarded-Comparative-Longitudinal Heat Flow Technique" [13], but differs in certain224

aspects discussed in section 3.3.225

The through-plane apparatus shown in figure 5 (a) is used to measure :II and is also based226

on ASTM E-1225, and its only major difference from the in-plane apparatus is that the geometry227
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(a)

2

Samples of Loctite EA9396 with Loading

Loctite EA9396 is a candidate for gluing the cooling tubes to the carbon foam of the half-Dees, 
and to glue the half-Dees together. It is one of the thermal bottlenecks. Can we improve it by 
loading? Is boron nitride better or pyrolitic graphite?

We answer the question by assuming interface 
conductance due to this epoxy will scale like 
its bulk conductivity w.r.t. loading 
concentrations. 

• We use our in-house through-plane thermal 
conductivity apparatus. 

• Investigated loading with: 
• boron nitride, and  

• 2%, 3%, 4% 
• pyrolitic graphite. 

• 4%, 6%, 8% 

• We need at least 3 samples of different 
thicknesses for each of the 7 materials to 
cancel interface conductances when placed in 
our apparatus

Spring clamp to ensure equal 
pressure at thermal interfaces

Resistive heating element

Heating flux-meter made of 
copper with 6 thermistors

Cooling flux-meter

Test material

Peltier cooling element 
on a water chilled condenser

Six equidistant thermistors 
placed at the center of copper 
rod and sealed with adequate 
thermal grease to create a heat 
flux-meter

Contact surfaces of the flux-meter 
milled flat with very high tolerance

Heater

Hot flux-
meter

Thermal Paste

Sample

Thermal Paste

Cold flux-
meter

Heat sink

ThHF1

ThHF6

ThCF1

ThCF6

(b)

∆T = T!" − T#"

Figure 5. (a) Image of the apparatus used to measure the through-plane thermal conductivity of carbon fiber
composites. (b) A schematic for the through-plane apparatus depicting all the major components. The 12
thermistors and our definition of Δ) , the temperature drop across the sample, are also shown.

is cylindrical. The through-plane apparatus has a four-spring system to ensure good mechanical228

pressure between sample and flux-meters. A schematic of the through-plane apparatus is shown in229

figure 5 (b). The parasitic heat losses in this apparatus is calculated by running FEAs. Carbon fiber230

composite samples used in the through-plane apparatus are shown in figure 3 (b).231

3.2 Thermal FEAs232

To study the temperature profile and heat flow in the apparatuses, thermal FEAs of the apparatuses233

for specific geometries and sample thermal conductivities are calculated using the ANSYS software234

package [14]. The result from the FEA of the in-plane apparatus is shown in figure 6. The FEA input235

parameters are as follows: the ambient room temperature is set to T = 220C and the convective heat236

transfer coefficient is ℎ= 5 W/m2K, which corresponds to stagnant air. The emissivity of sample is237

assumed to be n = 1. The temperatures measured by the thermistors are used as the input boundary238

conditions for the FEAs.239

(a)

Figure 6. (a) The result of a thermal FEA of the apparatus used to measure in-plane thermal conductivity of
carbon fiber composites. The three dotted vertical lines show the locations of the surfaces across which heat
fluxes through the flux-meters and sample are calculated using FEA.
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3.3 Comparison of the apparatuses to the ASTM prescription240

ASTME-1225 provides certain guidelines to make steady-state thermal conductivity measurements241

reliable and consistent.242

1. Cross-sectional area of layered samples: When measuring the thermal conductivity of243

a composite material, the sample should be at least 20 layers thick so that the change in244

dimension of one-half layer will affect the measured thermal conductivity by less than ±5%.245

To measure the thermal conductivity of layered carbon fiber material, we use samples of at246

least 40 laminar thicknesses.247

2. Contact pressure between the sample and the flux-meters: To achieve reliable results,248

it is important to maintain a consistent mechanical pressure between the sample and the249

flux-meters. For all the measurements, we achieve this using the spring-system associated250

to the apparatuses. The pressure exerted by the spring is tuned by adjusting its compression251

length.252

3. Choice of flux-meter: ASTM E-1225 prescribes the use of a material of known thermal253

conductivity to fabricate the flux-meters. Both the in-plane and through-plane apparatuses254

are made using tellurium copper CW118C, which has a thermal conductivity of 355 W/mK.255

4. Mitigating heat loss to ambient environment: ASTM E-1225 recommends using a heat-256

guard for preventing heat exchange between the sample and ambient environment. The257

apparatuses used in this study do not have heat guards. To reduce heat losses, we equalize258

heat fluxes through the flux-meters on both sides of the sample by tuning the outputs of the259

heater and Peltier cooler. The heat losses are estimated using thermal FEA and are used to260

calculate a systematic uncertainty affecting the thermal conductivity measurement.261

5. Choice of temperature sensors: ASTME-1225 recommends using temperature sensors that262

have a measurement precision of ±0.04 K. In the measurements presented here, no bias from263

the thermistors was noticed and the standard deviation of the temperature recorded was less264

than 0.04 K.265

6. Match in cross-section area between the sample and the flux-meters: ASTM E-1225266

recommends that the cross section area of the sample matches that of the flux-meters to267

avoid huge differences in thermal impedances of the sample and the flux-meter. In case of268

a mismatch, adequate corrections need to be done for estimating the heat flux through the269

sample. The cross-section areas match within 99% for through-plane measurements. For270

in-plane measurements, the fraction of sample area to flux-meter area or �S/�F is between271

56% and 64% for different types of samples. Consequently, this ratio is used in calculating272

9S in eq. (3.2).273

3.4 Measurement procedure274

Tomeasure the thermal conductivity of a sample, we use sample pieces of different lengths as shown275

in figure 3 (a) for the in-plane measurement and in figure 3 (b) for the through-plane measurement.276
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The lengths of samples are chosen such that the total thermal impedance of the sample is comparable277

to that of the copper flux-meters.278

To begin a measurement, a sample is placed between the flux-meters after applying thermal279

interface material at the interfaces between the sample and flux-meters. The amount of thermal280

interface material applied is kept the same across all measurements by using a syringe for its release.281

The same mechanical pressure is applied between the sample and flux-meters for all measurements282

using the spring system. We tune the heater and the Peltier cooler voltages such that heat fluxes283

in both the flux-meters ( 9HF and 9CF) match within 5% and the total temperature drop across284

one flux-meter is between 0.5 and 3 K. A large temperature drop across the flux-meter increases285

the convection heat losses significantly, whereas a low temperature drop brings all the thermistor286

readings close to each other. An increase in convection heat losses results in higher uncertainty in287

the flux estimation, and should be minimized. The temperature readings from all the 12 thermistors288

are recorded using a Keithley multimeter [15] read out by a computer and the recorded data are289

subjected to a ROOT [16] based data analysis. The temperatures of the 12 thermistors are recorded290

as a function of time. The temperatures for a copper validation sample of length 5.4 cm are shown291

in figure 7 (a). Since this thermal conductivity measurement is a steady-state method, a 30-minute292

interval is chosen such that the sum of variances of the temperature readings from 12 thermistors293

is minimal. The averages and statistical uncertainties of temperatures within this 30-minute period294

are used for further calculations. Figure 7 (b) shows the readings of the thermistors on the heater295

side during the selected integration time. The heat fluxes on both sides of the sample depend only296

on the temperature gradients (not on the absolute values of the temperatures). To calculate heat297

fluxes, the temperature differences vs. position plots of the flux-meters as shown in figures 8 (c)298

and (d) are used. Each thermistor reading is subtracted from the temperature measured by the299

hottest thermistor on that flux-meter. This subtraction removes any correlated fluctuations of the300

thermistors as seen at t=5400 seconds in figure 7 (b), which arise due to small variations in ambient301

temperature.302

The temperatures )HF and )CF are calculated by extrapolating the temperature profile his-303

tograms (figures 8 (a) and (b)) of the flux-meters to both ends of the sample. Heat fluxes in the304

flux-meters are calculated using305

9F = :Cu
m)

mG
, (3.1)

where m)/mG is the temperature gradient in the flux-meter. If we assume that the total heat flow306

in the sample is the average of the heat flows in the flux-meters, then the heat flux in the sample is307

given by308

9S =
�F
�S

(
9HF + 9CF

2

)
. (3.2)

When heat flows through a system consisting of different materials, the total thermal resistance309

' has contributions from both the thermal interface resistance 'int and the bulk thermal resistance310

'bulk. The total thermal resistance of a sample and the interfaces is given by311

' =
Δ)

9S
= 'bulk + 'int =

;S
:
+ 'int. (3.3)

To separate 'bulk from 'int, wemeasure ' of several specimens of different lengths. The distribution312

of thermal resistance for different lengths (' vs. ;S distribution) is used to determine : and 'int313
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According to the top row of plots in figure 8 the cold side flux meter has a temperature below ambient, which means that there should be a heat gain due to convective heat exchange with the ambient. So 'losses' in the sentence is only true for the hot side flux meter.
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Figure 7. (a) The raw temperature data recorded by the hot-side thermistors (red lines) and the cold-side
thermistors (blue lines) during a measurement using a copper block for validation. The region between the
two vertical arrows is the 30-minute integration region selected for further calculations. (b) Data recorded by
hot-side thermistors in the integration region. The fluctuations of the thermistors are correlated. Statistical
uncertainties are smaller than the symbol size.

along a specific direction. The slope and H-axis intercept of the ' vs. ;S distribution are used to314

calculate : and 'int, respectively. We employ a liner fit to determine the parameters in eq. (3.3),315

namely 'int = p0/2 and : = 1/p1 where p0 and p1 are the parameters of the linear fit to the ' vs. ;s316

distributions.317

3.5 Validation measurements318

To validate the results from the in-plane apparatus against known materials, copper CW004A [17]319

and aluminiumAW-6061 [18] samples were employed to measure their thermal conductivities using320

the apparatus and compare the results with the expected values. From the parameters of the straight321

line fits of the ' vs. ;S distributions shown in figures 9 (a) and (b), the measured values of thermal322

conductivities are (425 ± 45) W/mK for copper and (194 ± 32) W/mK for aluminium. These323

measured values agree with the manufacturer reported values of : = 390 W/mK for copper and : =324

168 W/mK for aluminium within the uncertainties. The interface thermal resistances measured for325

the flux-meter-Thermal Interface Material(TIM)-sample interfaces are (14 ± 4) · 10−6 Km2/W for326

copper and (20 ± 11) · 10−6 Km2/W for aluminium validation samples. From these measurements,327

we validate the in-plane apparatus to measure thermal conductivities in the medium to high range328

of TCs. Fused quartz [19] samples of various lengths (;S) were measured to validate the through-329

plane apparatus. From the ' vs. ;S distribution shown in figure 9 (c), the measured value330

of their thermal conductivity was (1.5 ± 0.2) W/mK. This agrees well with the manufacturer331

specified value of 1.5 W/mK.332
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Figure 8. Figure (a) and (b) show the temperature profiles of the hot and cold side flux-meters, respectively.
Both the fits show that the temperature changes linearly with respect to the thermistor position. (c) Tem-
perature differences of the thermistors relative to the first thermistor for hot and (d) cold flux-meters. The
standard deviation of the temperatures recorded by the thermistors are smaller than the symbol used.

Table 3. Results from the thermal conductivity measurements of validation samples. The last column of this
table has the expected values for the validation samples.

Sample Thermal Interface thermal resistance Reduced j2 Expected value
conductivity of Flux-meter-TIM-Sample of the of : [W/mK]
(:) [W/mK] ('int) [Km2/W] linear fit

Copper (425 ± 45) (1.4 ± 0.4) · 10−5 0.24 390 [17]

Aluminium (194 ± 32) (2.0 ± 1.1) · 10−5 0.18 167 [18]

Quartz (1.5 ± 0.2) (2.0 ± 1.3) · 10−4 3.11 1.5 [19]

4 Systematic uncertainties333

Measuring thermal conductivities is a delicate process, that relies on a precise setup to mitigate334

impacts from the environment and apparatus itself. The systematic uncertainty associated with the335
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(c)

Figure 9. (a): Thermal resistance (') versus sample length (;S) of copper samples, which are used as
validation samples for the in-plane apparatus. The black line shows the linear fit to data to determine : .The
fit is done assuming that there is no correlation between the data points. The thermal conductivity : and
interface thermal resistance 'int are calculated from p1 and p0, which are the the slope and H-intercept of
the linear fit, respectively. The uncertainty band shows the calculated X' for the span of the sample length
studied here. The lower subplot shows the residual of each point in units of uncertainty in ' [X']. (b):
Thermal resistance (') versus sample length (;S) of aluminium samples, which are also used as a validation
sample and have a thermal conductivity less than half that of copper. (c): Thermal resistance (') versus
sample length (;S) of quartz samples, which are used as a validation sample for the through-plane apparatus.
The thermal conductivity of quartz is close to the thermal conductivities of various samples we measure
using the through-plane apparatus, making the validation of the apparatus also possible.
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heat flow through the sample has the following contributions336

X& = X&HL ⊕ X&Diff ⊕ X&par. (4.1)

The total systematic uncertainty associated with the heat flow through the sample (X&) given337

in eq. (4.1) has three terms corresponding to different sources of systematic uncertainties. All338

three contributions are added in quadrature to obtain X&. The first term in the uncertainty X&HL is339

equal to HL · Qavg, where &avg is the average heat flow through the flux-meters. This term, which340

corresponds to the heat loss to ambient air, is essential because both apparatuses do not have heat341

guards as discussed in the fourth point of section 3.3. The second term, X&Diff , is half of the342

difference between experimentally measured&HF and&CF, which are uncertainties associated with343

the parameters in the linear fits that estimate heat flow in the hot and cold flux-meters. So, when the344

heat fluxes on the flux-meters are not balanced, X& increases. The third term X&par is a measure of345

the uncertainty in the estimation of the heat flows in the hot and cold flux-meters.346

347

Figure 10. Plot of parasitic heat losses as a fraction of heat
flow through the sample. The black and green lines correspond
to the thermal conductivites of K13C2U+EX1515 carbon fiber
composite and K13D2U+EX1515 carbon fiber composite, re-
spectively for the in-plane thermal conductivity apparatus. As
the sample length ;S increases, the surface area of the sample
that can exchange heat with surroundings increases, resulting
in larger heat losses. As shown by the blue line, when the
sample thermal conductivity decreases, relative heat losses in-
crease. For the through-plane measurement, the relative heat
losses are smaller since the sample length is smaller compared
to the in-plane samples.

In order to derive the systematic348

uncertainty on the heat flow we esti-349

mate the heat flux through the sample350

9S as defined in eq. (3.2). We assume351

that the heat flowing through the sam-352

ple is the same as the average of heat353

flows in the flux-meters. However, this354

assumption is not correct in the pres-355

ence of parasitic heat losses or when356

the heat flowing in the two flux-meters357

are not exactly equalized. We calculate358

systematic uncertainties related to these359

heat losses and the flux imbalance and360

use them in the estimation of the total361

uncertainty in the thermal conductivity362

measurement as given in eq. 4.1.363

Heat exchanges of the sample with364

the ambient environment occur via con-365

vection and radiation. Convective and366

radiative losses for specific geometries367

and sample thermal conductivities are368

calculated by FEA using the ANSYS369

software package. Utilizing FEA sim-370

ulations, we find the heat loss in the371

sample as the difference between the372

heat flow in the sample and the average heat flow through the flux-meters. We express this heat loss373

as a fraction of the average heat flow (HL) through the flux-meters in figure 10.374

375
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Equation (4.1) can be expanded in the following form376

X& =

√√√(
HL · Qavg

)2 +
(
&HF −&CF

2

)2
+

((
X&HF

2

)2
+

(
X&CF

2

)2
)
, (4.2)

with all components defined earlier in this section. In addition to the uncertainties given in eq. (4.2),377

the standard deviations of the thermistor readings and uncertainties in any physical dimensions are378

propagated to estimate the uncertainty in the total thermal resistance (') of a sample. These are the379

uncertainty bars in ' vs. ;S distributions as shown for example in figure 9. Uncertainties associated380

with the thermal conductivity and interface thermal resistance are calculated from uncertainties in381

the fit parameters.382

4.1 Study of fit correlations383
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Figure 11. Thermal resistance, ', of
K13D2U+EX1515 carbon fiber composite sam-
ples versus sample length, ;S, along G−axis. The black
line shows the result of the linear fit to data assuming
a correlation of Ω = 0.5 when determining :GG .

The j2 function used for the ' vs. ;S straight384

line fits uses a diagonal covariance matrix to385

calculate the parameters. This is valid only386

when the thermal measurements of samples of387

different lengths are uncorrelated. In reality,388

measurements of ' along different lengths can389

be positively correlated with each other because390

parasitic heat loss, which is the dominant con-391

tribution to X', affects thermal resistances for392

different sample lengths similarly. For the un-393

correlated case, the covariance matrix used in394

the j2 fit is diagonal. To study the impact of395

correlations, we use the full covariance matrix,396

�>E8 9 =

{
f2
8

if 8 = 9
Ωf8f9 if 8 ≠ 9

(4.3)

where Ω is the parameter encapsulating the correlation between ' measured at different lengths.397

We reproduce the linear fits for Ω in the range of 0 ≤ Ω ≤ 1 to study the impact of corre-398

lation strength on the output parameters of the fits. The linear fit used to derive the TC for the399

K13D2U+EX1515 carbon fiber composite along the G-axis is shown in figure 11 for Ω = 0.5.400

Using a correlation of Ω = 0.5 instead of the uncorrelated case (Ω = 0) does not change the output401

parameters obtained from the linear fits significantly. The thermal conductivities measured are402

within 3% for most samples. The TC results measured for quartz and K13D2U+EX1515 carbon403

fiber composite along the H-axis are within 15% and 5%, respectively. The difference between the404

Ω = 0.5 and Ω = 0 cases is included as a systematic uncertainty in the calculation of : . One half405

of the difference between the thermal conductivities obtained for Ω = 0.5 and Ω = 0 cases is added406

in quadrature to the total uncertainty of the thermal conductivity. In addition, we studied Ω = 0.9,407

but the observed j2 values of the fits worsen by factors of 5-10. Hence, we deem these fits to be408

inadequate to determine the impact of correlations on the measured TC values.409
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(d)

Figure 12. Thermal resistance, ', of K13C2U+EX1515 carbon fiber composite samples versus sample
length, ;S, along the (a) G, (b) H and (c) I axes. The black lines show the linear fits to the data to determine the
corresponding terms (:GG , :HH and :II) in the thermal conductivity tensor. The higher uncertainties in the
parameters in the y-direction measurement compared to the G-direction measurement is due the larger heat
losses in this case. The larger heat losses are due to the much lower thermal conductivity of sample compared
to the G-direction. (d) Thermal resistance, ', of K13C2U+EX1515 carbon fiber composite samples cured
at 20 bar of pressure versus sample length, ;S, along G-axis. The black line shows the linear fit to data to
determine :GG .

5 Results and discussion410

We have thermally characterized various types of composite materials, among them two highly ther-411

mally conductive carbonfiber composites using the apparatuses described above: K13C2U+EX1515412

carbon fiber composite and K13D2U+EX1515 carbon fiber composite. The results are presented413

in this section.414
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5.1 Carbon fiber laminates415

The thermal conductivity : and the interface thermal resistance 'int values for all three principal416

axes of the K13C2U+EX1515 carbon fiber composite are calculated from the y-intercept (p0) and417

slope (p1) of the ' vs. ;s distributions shown in figures 12 (a), (b) and (c).418

419

The measured values of thermal conductivities, their predicted values and interface thermal420

resistances are summarized in table 4. For the K13C2U+EX1515 carbon fiber composite, the421

measured value of :GG = (320 ± 28)W/mK agrees well with the Mechanics of Structure Genome422

(MSG) [3] prediction of :GG = 318 W/mK. Along the axes perpendicular to the fibers, the mea-423

sured values of :HH = (6.0 ± 2.6) W/mK and :II = (1.09 ± 0.15) W/mK are higher than the MSG424

predicted value of 0.53 W/mK. The higher value of :HH compared to :II can be explained by dif-425

ferences in the composite structure and how these impact the heat flow along these two directions.426

Along the I-axis, the layers of carbon fiber in each ply, though laminated together, remain separated427

by a thin volume of resin. Given the low thermal conductivity of the resin (:=0.169 W/mK) this428

results in a low effective thermal conductivity along the I-axis that is in reasonable agreement429

with the prediction. However, along the H-axis, heat can be transported by single layers of carbon430

fiber in the composite structure even though that is across the carbon fibers while no ply-to-ply431

boundaries need to be crossed and hence, the small resin volumes between plies does not affect the432

heat transport along the H-axis. In addition, we also see carbon fibers overlapping and touching433

each other in figure 3 (c), which creates semi-continuous paths for heat transport. These effects434

explain why the :HH is larger than :II and we observe similar effects for both K13C2U+EX1515435

and K13D2U+EX1515 (discussed next) composite materials. For K13C2U+EX1515 carbon fiber436

composite along the I-axis, the linear fit of the ' vs. ls distribution gives a negative central value437

for the interface thermal resistance, which is compatible with a positive interface thermal resistance438

within the uncertainties.439

We also measured the through-plane thermal conductivity of K13C2U+EX1515 carbon fiber440

composite cured at 20 bar pressure. The MSG predicts a thermal conductivity of 1.2 W/mK for441

this sample which is around twice of 0.53 W/mK, the value predicted for nominal pressure of 4 bar.442

This is due to a carbon fiber volume fraction of 0.745, which is higher than the carbon fiber volume443

fraction of 0.516 in the carbon fiber composite cured at 4 bar of pressure (see section 2). From the444

linear fit shown in figure 12 (d), we measured :II = (2.21 ± 0.31) W/mK which is approximately445

twice the measured value for the nominal case of :II = (1.09 ± 0.15) W/mK and agrees well with446

the expectation of an increase by a factor of two. The actual value itself is much higher than447

predicted and, based on the observation with the TCs in the H direction, it can be explained by448

carbon fibers touching each other to form semi-continuous paths in the composite material.449

450

The values of thermal conductivities and interface resistances of K13D2U+EX1515 carbon451

fiber composite along all three axes are calculated in the same way from the linear fits shown in452

figures 13 (a), (b) and (c). The measured value of :GG = (376 ± 30) W/mK is close to the MSG453

prediction of 410 W/mK, whereas the measured :HH= (7.5 ± 4.4) W/mK and :II= (1.44 ± 0.24)454

W/mK are higher than the MSG predicted value of :HH = :II= 0.53 W/mK. Similar to the455

observation in the TC results of the K13C2U+EX1515 the reason for the differences between456
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Figure 13. Thermal resistance, ', of K13D2U+EX1515 carbon fiber composite samples versus sample
length, ;S, along (a) G, (b) H and (c) I axes. The black lines show the linear fits to data to determine the
corresponding terms (:GG , :HH and :II) in the thermal conductivity tensor. The higher uncertainties in the
parameters in the H-direction measurement compared to the G-direction measurement are due the larger heat
losses in this case. (d) Thermal resistance of K13D2U+EX1515 carbon fiber composite samples cured at 20
bar of pressure versus sample length along G−axis. The black line shows the linear fit to data to determine
:GG .

measured values and calculated values may be attributed to the inability of simple models like457

MSG to account for fiber-fiber interactions in carbon fiber composites. As mentioned ealier, our458

explanation for why :HH is higher than :II in the case of K13C2U+EX1515 also applies to the459

K13D2U+EX1515 carbon fiber composite material. We also cured the K13D2U+EX1515 carbon460

fiber composite at 20 bar pressure, and we measured :II = (2.79 ± 0.46) W/mK derived the linear461

fit shown in figure 13 (d). The measured value of the TC for the sample cured at 20 bar pressure is462

again about twice the measured value for the nominal case of :II = (1.44 ± 0.24) W/mK. This is463

explained by the same reasoning as for the K13C2U+EX1515 measurements.464
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5.2 Other composite materials465

In addition of the compositesmade fromhighly thermally conductive carbon fiberswe alsomeasured466

IM7 8552 carbon fiber laminate [20] and Celstran© Polyphenylen Sulfide-CF50-01 [21], referred467

to as 3D printed material in the following.468
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(b)

Figure 14. (a): Thermal resistance, ', of IM7 8552 samples versus sample length (;S) along the G-axis. The
black line shows the linear fit to data later used to determine :GG . (b): Thermal resistance of 3D printed
material samples versus sample length (;S) along the I-axis. The black line shows the linear fit to data to
determine :II .

For the IM7 8552 carbon fiber laminate, the measured value of :GG is (8.0 ± 2.3) W/mK469

derived from the linear fit shown in figure 14 (a) and this result is in reasonable agreement with470

:GG = 5.50 W/mK as reported in NASA Technical Reports Server [20]. For the 3D printed471

material, we measured :II = (0.34 ± 0.08)W/mK from the linear fit shown in figure 14 (b). This is472

in agreement with 0.39 W/mK measured by Thermophysical Properties Research Laboratory, Inc.473

(TPRL) located in Purdue University Research Park.474

6 Conclusion475

We have studied the thermal conductivities of carbon fiber composites that are currently foreseen to476

be used for building the HL-LHCCMS detector. The thermal conductivity values measured parallel477

to the fiber orientation match with the MSG predictions within experimental errors. However, the478

measured thermal conductivities along the other two principal axes (perpendicular to the fiber479

and perpendicular to the plane of the plies) are higher than the predicted values. This can be480

attributed to the fact that MSG predictions do not consider any fiber to fiber crossing interactions481

within the carbon fiber composite. The higher measured values of :HH compared to the values of482

:II can be attributed to the fact that heat can flow through a single carbon fiber ply along H-axis483

just crossing carbon fibers, whereas the presence of resin between carbon fiber layers reduces the484

effective thermal conductivity along the I-axis. The carbon fibers physically touching each other485

can also improve the thermal conductivity along H-axis by generating semi-continues paths for heat486

transport. The thermal conductivities measured along I-axis of carbon fiber composites are the487
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Table 4. Summary of results from the thermal conductivity measurements. The first column indicates the
measurement direction in the case of anisotropic carbon fiber composites. Expected values for the calibration
samples and theoretically predicted values for the carbon fiber composites are given in the last column.

Sample/ Thermal Interface thermal resistance Reduced j2 Expected value
Direction of conductivity of Flux-meter-TIM-Sample of the of : [W/mK]
measurement (:) [W/mK] ('int) [Km2/W] linear fit

K13C2U+EX1515 carbon fiber composite (Unidirectional)
G-axis (320 ± 28) (1.8 ± 0.4) · 10−5 0.83 318 [3]

H-axis (6.0 ± 2.6) (3.8 ± 2.8) · 10−4 0.17 0.53 [3]

I-axis (1.09 ± 0.15) (−6.0 ± 17.0) · 10−5 0.05 0.53 [3]

I-axis (2.21 ± 0.31) (3.0 ± 7.0) · 10−5 0.09 1.2 [3]
(20 bar)

K13D2U+EX1515 carbon fiber composite (Unidirectional)
G-axis (376 ± 31) (1.7 ± 0.3) · 10−5 0.65 410 [3]

H-axis (7.5 ± 4.4) (3.9 ± 3.5) · 10−4 0.01 0.53 [3]

I-axis (1.44 ± 0.24) (1.4 ± 1.4) · 10−4 0.44 0.53 [3]

I-axis (2.79 ± 0.46) (2.0 ± 9.0) · 10−5 0.43 1.2 [3]
(20 bar)

Other materials
IM7 8552 (8.0 ± 2.3) (1.2 ± 0.8) · 10−4 0.85 5.50 [20]
(G-axis)

Celstran© (0.34 ± 0.08) (−2.2 ± 4.6) · 10−4 1.09 0.39 [21]
PPS-CF50-01
(I-axis)

effective through-plane thermal conductivities of the carbon fiber layers in the support structure488

and can be used as inputs for thermal simulations, highly relevant for HL-LHC activities. For489

calculating the effective in-plane thermal conductivities of carbon fiber layers which are oriented490

in specific directions, the information about the orientations of different carbon fiber layers also491

needs to be used with the measured values reported in this paper. Both K13C2U+EX1515 and492

K13D2U+EX1515 carbon fiber composites cured at 20 bar have :II values that are roughly twice493

that of the corresponding carbon fiber composites cured at nominal pressure of 4 bar. This increase494

in the thermal conductivities is attributed to the higher volume fraction of carbon fiber in the495

carbon fiber composites folded with the presence of semi-continuous paths in the material. The496

use of carbon fiber composites cured at 20 bar can cool down the detector more efficiently and497

prevent thermal-runaway in the CMS detector. The effect of correlation between thermal resistance498

measurements of different sample lengths for the same sample was also studied. We observed that499

the inferred thermal conductivities change by around 3% for correlations of 0.5, but when assuming500
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correlations of 0.9 we observe a significantly larger j2 values indicating worsened goodness-of-fit.501

The results from this thermal characterization study are employed as input parameters in the thermal502

FEA simulations of the inner and outer tracker detectors designed for the HL-LHC CMS detector.503

In addition, the uncertainties reported here allow for a more realistic estimation of the expected504

thermal performance of the silicon detectors.505
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